Light Touch® Blinds
Triple-Glazed Blinds
Severe Weather Blinds
A PERFECT BLEND OF BEAUTY AND BRAINS.
The beauty of our blinds adds design and style to your home.

Because they’re protected between glass, Light-Touch® blinds retain their ‘like new’ look over time and with repeated use. They stay clean and free of damage from kids, pets, and anything else that might come into contact with your door glass. No dusting, no tangled or dangling cords, no crimping or denting.

The brains behind ODL’s design provide energy savings and long-term value.

Thermally sealed doorglass adds up to energy savings for homeowners by reducing heat loss in the winter and solar heat gain in the summer. Available as an option, Low-E glass reduces heating and cooling costs, protects fabrics and carpets from fading, and reduces condensation. ODL is an ENERGY STAR® partner and our blinds can be used in doors to meet ENERGY STAR® criteria.

A single operator easily lets you choose the perfect level of light or privacy.

The ergonomic design of our Light-Touch® Blinds place finetip control within easy reach. Let the sunshine in or keep the moonlight out. Close them for complete privacy or open them up to connect with the outdoors—and anything in between. The levels of light and privacy are yours to control with a finetip operation.
ENCLOSED BLINDS

No detail has been overlooked in our line of Light-Touch Blinds. Its ergonomically considered design places the fingertip control within easy reach. A single operation lets you tilt the blinds and raise and lower them the entire length of the doorglass—with only the slightest movement required. Even the control’s shape is made to naturally fit the fingertip.

An innovative design results in stacked blinds that take up the smallest of space at the top of the doorglass when fully opened. Privacy channels on each side of the doorglass eliminate light gaps when the blinds are closed—no streetlight shadows or sunlight glare. The glass seal is warranted for 20 years.
DOORGLASS BLINDS  Raise, Lower & Tilt
SEVERE WEATHER DOORGLASS BLINDS

Storm shutters is one approach. Stylish doorglass blinds certified for use in high-velocity hurricane zones is another. Our patented Severe Weather design gives your home protection in winds that exceed 180 miles an hour. Unlike shutter designs, our Severe Weather blinds are completely sealed and protected between glass, giving you a maintenance- and damage-free solution.

Severe Weather blinds provide you with a quieter solution over storm shutters: They carry a STC rating of 36 for a level of sound suppression that is welcome during any season. Blinds tilt and raise and lower the entire length of the doorglass.

The glass seal is warranted for 20 years.
TRIPLE-GLAZED DOORGLASS BLINDS

These blinds are a perfect choice for people who value energy savings and quiet. And who doesn’t? The triple-glaze design reduces heat transmission by up to 28 percent with the Low-E glass option and carries a 35 STC rating for sound suppression. Beyond the comforts and practicalities of a triple-glazed doorglass lie stylish details.

Grilles add a warm aesthetic. And blind slats disappear behind the valance when they are fully raised for a clean, finished look. Blinds tilt and raise and lower the entire length of the doorglass.

The glass seal is warranted for 20 years.
WE KNOW DOORGLASS BLINDS AND SHADES

ODL has been researching, refining, and building doorglass blinds and shades for over 65 years. We understand what homeowners want. We know what builders need. We know what works and what lasts.

Our development process includes research into new materials, technologies, and manufacturing processes. We continually strive to improve the energy efficiency of our doorglass. Our goal is to offer you innovative, durable, high-quality, and well-designed doorglass products.

Visit our website to explore the many ways ODL adds value to your door. Tell us more—rate our new blinds at www.odl.com, or call (800) 253.3900.